On the use of compact thermal cameras for quantitative wildfire monitoring
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Abstract

In recent times, there have been significant developments in remote sensing techniques applied to forest fire research. In particular, infrared (IR) imagery has proved effective to measure variables such as rate of spread, fire radiative power and Byram’s intensity. Remote sensing methodologies provide spatially explicit data in a cost-effective manner and reduce the need for intensive surveying campaigns. Concurrently, IR technology has seen remarkable maturing and thermal cameras have become increasingly light, compact and affordable. New models weigh only a few hundreds of grams, they have the size of a phone and they can be easily installed aboard remotely piloted aircraft (RPAS). Whereas these advances may be the base for powerful quantitative fire monitoring systems, there are some practical issues that need to be addressed before the full potential of this technology can be achieved. In this paper, we present our experience with two modern compact thermal cameras, and we explain how we overcame the difficulties we found. Two medium-scale experimental burns were recorded and computer vision algorithms were used to track the fire perimeter and measure its rate of spread (ROS). For performance reasons, one of the cameras encapsulated raw radiometric information in binary files with a non-standard proprietary video format. Adequate processing of this format was required to obtain brightness temperature distributions with a high temporal resolution (27 frames per second). On the other hand, the second camera stored IR frames as JPEG images with no radiometric information and with a low temporal resolution (approximately 1 frame per second, not constant). Additionally, this camera was operated from a small drone and significant jitter was present in the recorded video. To make data from the second camera usable, we applied video stabilization algorithms and we retrieved the exact time of acquisition of each frame from the metadata saved with each image. Ultimately, pre-processed IR data from both cameras was successfully used to detect the fire front, track the fire perimeter and compute rates of spread. All these tasks were performed automatically. Still, human interaction was required to georeference the imagery using ground control points. Georeferencing aerial imagery automatically remains one of the main challenges for the achievement of a fully automated fire monitoring system. Nevertheless, results obtained here were satisfactory. The algorithms for fire front detection, perimeter tracking and ROS estimation worked successfully, even when available data had significant limitations. The information retrieved from IR imagery through these algorithms can be further combined with other remote sensing products that provide details about fuel, weather and terrain. Moreover, observed data may be used to adjust data-driven fire spread simulators in real time so that they can produce accurate forecasts about the fire evolution, at least in the short term. These technological developments make important contributions towards the accomplishment of affordable, yet reliable, operational decision-support systems (DSS) that can be deployed during an emergency.
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1. Introduction

Quantitative wildfire monitoring is essential for two reasons. On the one hand, to provide emergency response teams with meaningful, accurate information about the state of the fire during an incident. On the other, to study a number of aspects related to fire behavior. Extensive experimental